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Abstract—As the capacity per unit cost dropping, flash-based
SSDs become popular in various computing scenarios. However,
the restricted program-erase cycles still severely limit cost-
effectiveness of flash-based storage solutions.

This paper proposes Pensieve, a machine-learning assisted
SSD firmware layer that transparently helps reduce the demand
for programs and erases. Pensieve efficiently classifies writing
data into different compression categories without hints from
software systems. Data with the same category may use a
shared dictionary to compress the content, allowing Pensieve
to further avoid duplications. As Pensieve does not require any
modification in the software stack, Pensieve is compatible with
existing applications, file systems and operating systems. With
modern SSD architectures, implementing a Pensieve-compliant
SSD also requires no additional hardware, providing a drop-in
upgrade for existing storage systems.

The experimental result on our prototype Pensieve SSD shows
that Pensieve can reduce the amount of program operations by
19%, while delivering competitive performance.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the capacity per unit cost of flash memory technologies
improves as well as flash memory’s low latency, non-volatile,
low-power and shock resistance natures, flash-based solid state
drives (SSDs) become popular in all computing scenarios,
ranging from mobile phones, personal computers to data center
servers. However, the limited number of program-erase cycles
and the asymmetrical granularities for read/program operations
versus erase operations restricts the cost-effectiveness of flash-
based storage solutions. With modern TLC (Triple-level cell)
flash memory chip technologies, a cell can start to wear out
after 3,000 program-erase cycles and the whole SSD may
become unusable if a sufficient amount of cells do not function
correctly [25].

To extend the lifetime of an SSD without increasing hard-
ware costs, the system needs to mitigate the demand for
programming and erasing data. As compression and dedupli-
cation techniques reduce data sizes, the storage system can
apply these techniques to reduce the amount of writes to the
device or increase the effective capacities. Integrating data
compression or deduplication into the storage device allows
the system to take advantanges from these schemes without
modifying the application or the file system. The system can
also optimize the compression or deduplication according to
device characteristics [35].

However, applying data compression or deduplication
within the device also results in some trade-offs in per-
formance. First, as the storage device only receives block
addresses in I/O commands, the storage device cannot use
high level context-related information to avoid the computation
overhead on compressing files that are already in compressed

format or use optimized algorithms for different file types.
Second, to accommodate the increased computation overhead,
existing solutions need to equip hardware accelerators to avoid
significant performance degradation, increasing the hardware
costs of the device. Finally, existing solutions decouple the
execution of compression and deduplication, resulting in ad-
dition writes as doing both is a two-phase process.

This paper presents Pensieve, a machine learning assisted
SSD layer that achieves transparent, low-overhead data re-
duction to extend SSD lifetime without increasing device
costs. Pensieve leverages idle processor cores that are already
presented in modern SSD controllers. Pensieve simply needs
to scan very small amount of data in each chunk of written
data in the write buffer to make accurate predictions on the
context. Pensieve’s prediction result will guide whether the
SSD needs to compress the data or how to compress the data
before writing into the flash medium.

Pensieve brings several benefits to the storage system. First,
Pensieve’s machine learning model builds upon the similarity
of data, Pensieve can compress data blocks belong to the
same category to share a compression dictionary, achieving the
effects of compression and deduplicating redundant dictionary
entries simultaneously. Second, with light-weight machine
learning models categorizing the context of incoming data,
Pensieve does not rely on hints from the software system.
Therefore, Pensieve requires no changes to the host software
stack. Third, Pensieve predicts data that are uncompressible
or have low potential in compression, allowing the SSD to
reduce the computation overhead. Finally, with the simplicity
of the in-line compression and deduplication mechanisms that
Pensieve enables, Pensieve incurs almost no impact on the
cost and performance of SSDs, providing a drop-in upgrade
applicable to existing systems.

In describing Pensieve, this paper makes the following
contributions:
(1) It provides a machine learning assisted, low-overhead
mechanism that naturally achieve both effects of compressing
data content and deduplicating dictionary contents.
(2) It presents a machine learning based model that can
reconstruct the missing context information and predict un-
compressible data without going through every bit of the data
or using additional file system or software hints.
(3) It demonstrates that the proposed mechanism in Pensieve
requires no change to the software system and adds no
overhead to host processors.
(4) It shows that Pensieve provides these benefits without
increasing the total cost of ownership through prototype im-
plementation.



This paper evaluates the performance of Pensieve using a
custom-built platform that resembles the design of modern
SSDs. Using the Pensieve SSD prototype in a contemporary
server machine configuration, the system achieves the same-
level performance without additional costs to the hardware.
Pensieve successfully reduces the amount of written data by
18%.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II
briefly provides the background of modern SSD architectures.
Section III provides an overview of the Pensieve design. Sec-
tion IV depicts the machine learning model used in Pensieve.
Section V introduces the architecture of Pensieve. Section VI
presents our results. Section VII provides a summary of related
work to put this project in context, and Section VIII concludes
the paper.

II. BACKGROUND

Pensieve proposes enhancements in the flash translation
layer of an SSD with a mechanism that achieves both dedu-
plication and compression. This section will provide some
background materials that place the proposed mechanism in
context.

A. Flash translation layer
Flash-based SSDs become the mainstream of high-

performance storage alternatives due to their features including
shorter access latency, lower power consumption, shock resis-
tance comparing with magnetic hard disk drives (HDDs) as
well as they are hitting a reasonable price per unit storage.
However, flash memory technologies have several characteris-
tics that SSDs need to especially address.

First, flash memory technologies do not allow reprogram-
ming a cell until the chip performs an erase operation for
the cell. Second, although modern flash memory technologies
can read and write in the granularity of pages, where each
page usually stores 4 KB – 8 KB of data, the erase operation
can only perform in the unit of blocks, where each block
may contains 64 to 512 pages. In addition, the latencies for
read, program and erase operation vary a lot. Reading a page
can take less than 100 µs, but programming a page can take
100 µs to 2000 µs. Erasing a block takes even longer, as this
operation usually takes several milliseconds to complete [7].
Finally, each block can only function correctly within a limited
amount of program-erase cycles. A cell in a block can become
unreliable after the erase operations performed on the block
reaches a certain threshold.

To address the above characteristics of flash memory tech-
nologies but also maintain the compatibility with software
system using conventional HDDs, flash-based storage systems
usually incorporate a flash translation layer (FTL) in their
designs. The FTL virtualizes the storage space to the software
systems using logical block addresses (LBAs). The FTL will
dynamically map LBAs to physical page numbers (PPNs)
where the SSD actually stores data in flash arrays. Since pro-
gramming a page or erasing a block takes significantly longer
time than reading, the FTL performs out-of-place updates
for each write/program requests and changes the mapping of
logical and physical block addresses. As a result, the FTL
also needs to perform garbage collection algorithms to reclaim
pages and blocks that stale data occupy.
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Fig. 1. The architecture of conventional SSDs

As program-erase cycles of flash blocks limit the lifetime
of SSDs, the system design should minimize the number of
programs and erases to maximize the lifetime. Therefore, most
FTL also combines wear-leveling algorithms during garbage
collections to identify hot/cold data and evenly distribute
program-erase cycles of flash blocks. Furthermore, the system
can apply techniques, including compression and deduplica-
tion, to reduce the number of programs in the SSD.

B. Modern flash-based SSDs
Figure 1 depicts the architecture of a modern high-end

SSD that data center servers may use. In addition to the
flash arrays for data storage, a modern data center SSD
can contain a system-on-chip with the I/O interface, several
microprocessor cores, hardware accelerators, DMA engines,
flash interfaces, and DRAM interface as the controller. The
SSD also contains DRAM chips for buffering DMA data. The
SSD usually organizes flash arrays into multiple channels to
allow parallel accesses and provide abundant internal access
bandwidth between data arrays and the SoC-based controller.

The embedded cores inside the SoC will execute firmware
programs to parse commands from the I/O interface and
perform FTL functions. To support the execution of firmware
programs, these cores may leverage the on-die SRAM or uti-
lize the DRAM chips inside the SSD. The firmware programs
also use in-SSD DRAM as write buffers or data caches to
further improve the access performance. The SoC controller
also equips with accelerators to reduce compute latencies for
ECC or encryption.

To communicate with the host computer, the SSD wires
the I/O interface to PCIe, M.2, SATA slots. The I/O interface
interprets signals coming from the host computer using either
SATA or NVMe [1] standard. These standards include gen-
eral commands including data reads, data writes as well as
administrative commands that allows the host system to query
or adjust the status of the SSD. These commands represent
data locations on the SSD using logical block addresses that
the host software infrastructure (e.g., the file system and the
device driver) abstracts the storage array in the device. As a
result, the storage device is completely agnostic to the content
of data. In this project, we implemented the prototype SSD
using the NVMe standard since NVMe is specifically designed
to address the demands of SSDs and generally deliver better
performance comparing with other counter-parts.
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III. OVERVIEW OF PENSIEVE

Pensieve provides a low-overhead, machine learning as-
sisted layer in the SSD to extend the device lifetime. As
Pensieve works within the device, Pensieve is transparent
to the host system. Pensieve does not require any changes
in system software stack, applications and I/O protocols.
Pensieve simply requires changes in the FTL of a modern SSD.
Therefore, existing SSDs can adopt the Pensieve FTL design
without additional hardware costs. With Pensieve categorizes
similar data, the SSD can potentially achieve both effects of
compression and deduplication without an additional pass of
storage data.

Figure 2 places Pensieve in the system architecture. Pen-
sieve interacts with the host system through a standard disk I/O
interface and the FTL of an SSD. Pensieve contains four main
components, the classifier, a set of dictionary files, the com-
pressor, and the decompressor. The classifier contains a trained
prediction model to categorize incoming data into different
compression classes. Each class will have a corresponding
dictionary file associated with it. The compressor can compress
data using a specified dictionary file. In the case of reading
data, the decompressor can extract compressed data using the
specified dictionary file.

Upon receiving a write command from the I/O interface, the
classifier of Pensieve looks over a small part of the writing data
and uses the prediction model to decide the compression class.
For classes that are not compressible or have limited benefits
with compression, the SSD will bypass the compression to
save computation resources. For data belong to the same class,
the SSD can assign the same dictionary file if the SSD selects
a dictionary-based compression scheme for this class. The
compressor will then take the whole writing data and compress
the content using the designated dictionary file. Since Pensieve
potentially changes the data size, Pensieve also needs to pass
the compressed data size and the compression class to the FTL.
The FTL also needs to keep this information in the mapping
table to locate storage data correctly.

Unlike conventional file-based data compression mecha-
nisms, Pensieve does not consider each file as a single unit
of compression. Instead, Pensieve classifies all storage data
into several different categories and all data within the same
category can use a shared dictionary file. Therefore, Pensieve
can achieve data compression while avoiding duplication of
dictionary contents.

If the SSD receives a read command, Pensieve works with
the FTL to obtain the compression class and the physical loca-
tions from the mapping table. The decompressor reconstructs
the original data content using the compression algorithm for
the specified class as well as the designated dictionary file in
the memory buffer. Pensieve will then send the content back
to the host computer when the request data is ready.

Though Pensieve adds additional features to compress data
in the SSD efficiently, Pensieve does not need additional
information from the host system. Therefore, Pensieve is com-
patible with existing SSD I/O interfaces (e.g., NVMe/SATA).

IV. PENSIEVE’S CLASSIFIER

Pensieve relies on the built-in classifier to categorize in-
coming data to decide the compressibility of data and avoid
duplication in dictionary entries without using hints from the
host software. Therefore, the accuracy and the efficiency of
the classification model will affect the success of Pensieve.

Pensieve applies two machine learning approaches, agglom-
erative clustering and random forest, to generate the data
classification model. We use agglomerative clustering to group
data that are highly similar and figure out the optimal number
of classes in our resulting model. We will then tag each data
item with the group number that agglomerative clustering
produced as the input of random forest algorithm to train the
desired classification model.

To build the classification model, we collected real disk
contents from a set of daily used Linux machines running
Ubuntu 14.04. This collection of data contains 800000 files
ranging from text files, program binaries, images, videos,
program sources, etc. In the following paragraphs, we will
present the details and our considerations for building the
classification model in Pensieve.

A. Data clustering

Pensieve uses the compression class to decide the com-
pressibility of incoming data and the dictionary file to use.
Therefore, the prediction model in Pensieve needs first to
identify these groups. Because the file information is lost
in block device layer I/O commands, using the high-level
file information (e.g., suffixes of files) is not feasible. The
classification model must be able to identify the type of data
by directly looking into the content without any hint from the
rest of the system.

In this work, we use agglomerative clustering algorithm to
cluster sample files, instead of error-prone, time-consuming
human-based labeling approaches on the huge amount of files.
For each input file, the compression program uses dictionary-
based algorithm that converts every two bytes of data into
a 16-bit unsigned integer, and counts the occurrences of
each integer to generate an optimal dictionary. The clustering
algorithm compares the edit distances of identical symbols



average latency accuracy
AdaBoost 3241 µs 86.56%

Decision Tree 4.6 µs 82.58%
Random Forest 13.5 µs 87.16%

SVC 68619 µs 60.40%
NuSVC 74917 µs 60.21%

Linear SVC 22 µs 63.82%
TABLE I

THE PERFORMANCE OF EVALAUTED CLASSIFICATION ALGORITHMS

in the resulting dictionary files to determine the appropriate
clustering.

To decide the number of classes that can generate the best
result, we change the target number of groups for each run of
the agglomerative clustering algorithm and feed the training
model with the complete content from each file that we
collected as inputs. For each clustering result, we compute the
overall compression rate, including the overhead of dictionary
files, for the training dataset.

We tested the compressed data sizes with cluster sizes
between 4 and 128. The result shows that 64 clusters will
deliver the optimal data size. The clustering algorithm also
successfully categorizes uncompressible data types (e.g., jpeg
files, mpeg files) into the same classes. Therefore, the resulting
model can also use as a predictor whether if the incoming data
is compressible or not.

B. Data classifier
To classify incoming data efficiently, Pensieve’s classifi-

cation model considers two factors – the execution time of
making a prediction and the number of bytes that the model
needs to process to make an accurate prediction. The resulting
Pensieve’s classification model uses Random Forest algorithm
and simply needs to read 512-byte data from each write
request. This section will describe the design decisions we
made for Pensieve’s classification model.

1) Classification algorithms: Pensieve aims at using idle
controller cores for desired prediction and compression. The
classification model should make a prediction within the
latency of writing a flash page so that the firmware program
can use pipeline parallelism to hide the latency of prediction
in the worst case. In modern flash memory chips, the mini-
mum page program latency is around 200 µs. Therefore, we
target at a classification algorithm that can deliver reasonable
performance within 200 µs.

We evaluated six different classification algorithms: Ad-
aBoost, Decision Tree, Random Forest, C-Support Vec-
tor Classification (SVC), Nu-Support Vector Classification
(NuSVC) and Linear Support Vector Classification (Linear
SVC). We implemented these classification algorithms on
the ARM-based controller that Section V-A describes and
randomly chose 10000 files as the training data set.

Table IV-B1 lists the performance of these classification
algorithms. We validate the accuracy using files from the
collected Linux files, excluding the training data set. Among
these algorithms, Random Forest delivers the best prediction
accuracy and also finishes within the desired latency. There-
fore, Pensieve uses Random Forest as the default classifier in
the rest part of this paper.
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2) Input length for each prediction: Pensieve also aims at
predicting compression groups using the minimum of bytes
from each chunk of data to classify incoming data. Therefore,
Pensieve can start compression data content in the early phase
of writing data and hide the latency of compression task
through buffering and multitasking, mitigating the impact of
writing to flash chips.

Figure 3 shows the classification accuracy of by randomly
select x bytes from each file. We changed the length of bytes
(x) that Random Forest uses as the input of classification.
We used the same training datasets and validation data as in
Section IV-B1. The result shows that using 512 bytes reaches
the best accuracy (90.25%). And once the length exceeds 512
bytes, the model becomes overfitting the training data and
degrades the prediction accuracy. In the rest of the paper, we
use 512 as the default number of bytes that Pensieve’s classifier
needs to make decisions.

V. THE IMPLEMENTATION OF PENSIEVE

Pensieve leverages existing hardware components in modern
SSDs. Therefore, modern SSDs can integrate Pensieve by
just modifying firmware programs running on general-purpose
processor cores, without increasing the hardware cost. To
demonstrate the feasibility of Pensieve on modern SSDs, we
developed a prototype SSD with Pensieve. This section will
describe the design of our prototype SSD as well as the
required firmware modifications.

A. The hardware architecture of the prototype SSD

Figure 4 shows the hardware of our prototype Pensieve-
compliant SSD. This prototype SSD contains an NXP
LS2088A board and an FPGA-based daughter board. This



assembly resembles existing SSD architectures that Figure 1
illustrates.

The LS2088A itself is a PCIe expansion card equipped with
a system-on-chip (SoC) that consists of eight ARM cores
and a set of hardware accelerators. These ARM cores can
execute firmware code for NVMe interface and FTL func-
tions, including address mapping, garbage collection and wear-
leveling algorithms that modern SSDs need to perform. Similar
to modern SSDs that use hardware accelerators to calculate
error-correction code for stored data, the Pensieve-compliant
SSD also leverages these hardware accelerators for the same
purpose. Since the ARM cores on this SSD provide better
computation capabilities than existing SSD controllers, we
change the frequencies and the number of cores the prototype
platform use during experiments to align with the architecture
of modern commercially available data-center SSDs.

The FPGA-based daughter board connects to the LS2088A
through an on-board interconnect that offers bandwidth up to
7.88GB/sec. This daughter board contains an FPGA and a few
memory slots. These memory slots host custom-built NAND
flash-based DIMMs using MT29F256G08CMCABH2 MLC
chips. The FPGA acts as the flash memory controller that
receives commands from the LS2088A and translates those
commands into DDR3 signals.

B. The firmware of Pensieve-compliant SSDs
In addition to the conventional FTL functions, Pensieve’s

firmware programs also implement the classifier, the compres-
sor and the decompressor. As Pensieve changes the size of
data, the firmware programs also need to support Pensieve
in the mapping table for LBAs and PBAs. Though Pensieve
requires changes to the FTL firmware, Pensieve does not
propose any change to the I/O interface protocols (e.g., NVMe
or SATA). The rest of this section will describe those parts of
firmware programs that are different from conventional SSD
firmware programs.

1) Compressor: When the I/O interface receives a write
command, the I/O interface forwards this command to the
compressor. The compressor works with the classifier to de-
termine the compression class. The compressor will then fetch
the incoming data and compresses data using the compression
class that the classifier determined. The compressor also works
with the FTL to allocate space for the compressed data.

To compress incoming data, the compressor locates the
dictionary file that the classifier determined and compresses
data using that dictionary file. As most dictionaries only need a
few MBs to store and the current design of Pensieve uses only
64 clusters, the compressor maintains a cached version of these
dictionaries using the SSD DRAM space. After the compressor
finishes compressing data, the compressor will pass the LBA,
the length of source data, the length of compressed data and
a pointer to the compressed data in the SSD DRAM buffer.
The compressor discards the raw data upon the completion
of compression since the SSD does not need that anymore.
Though our classification model rarely mispredicts, in case
the length exceeds the original data size, the compressor will
pass the uncompressed data and discard the compressed data
instead.

Since the effect of compression is more significant when
the granularity of data is larger and to simplify the design of

the mapping table, the compressor works together with the I/O
interface and maintains several data buffers in SSD DRAM.
Each buffer stores a fixed size chunk with the starting logical
block address aligned with the chunk size (e.g., If the chunk
size is 1 MB, the starting address of each buffered data will
align with 1 MB). The compressor will notify the FTL to map
the LBAs of buffered data blocks to the DRAM locations.

As soon as the FTL mapping for the buffered data com-
pletes, the compressor can allow the I/O interface to respond
to the host system for the completion of the write commands
like how conventional SSDs handle writes. In this way, the
host system can consider the request is successful and make
forward progress for the application.

In case that the compression class for the buffered data
belongs to a category that is compressible and can use a shared
dictionary, the compressor can start compressing the buffered
data since the shared dictionary approach does not need the
whole unit to create a dictionary file. Otherwise, when the
buffered data reach the predefined chunk size or the SSD needs
to flush the buffer, the compressor will compress the whole
chunk of data. The compressor can then update the mapping
information with the FTL after data compression finishes.

2) Classifier: The classifier in the Pensieve-compliant SSD
interacts with the compressor and categorizes the incoming
data. The classifier receives DRAM buffer addresses from the
compressor returns the categorization result.

Instead of scanning the whole buffered data, the classifier
simply needs to use part of the data in the DMA buffer to
classify the compression class. As modern file systems (e.g.,
ext4) tends to allocate logical block addresses consecutively
for the same file, sampling part of the incoming data can
achieve high accuracy in terms of predicting the data type. The
algorithm and the model that the classifier implements follow
the result that Section IV presents. Since the classifier only
needs the beginning part of the buffered data, the classifier
can decide the compression class whenever any core is free,
before the buffer is full.

3) Addressing Mapping: Unlike the conventional flash stor-
age system that each physical NAND flash page contains
the consistent number of logical data blocks, flash pages
in Pensieve-compliant SSD can contain variable numbers of
logical blocks. As a result, the FTL in a Pensieve-compliant
SSD would need to modify the design of the mapping table
between LBAs and PBAs accommodate this difference. Except
for the address mapping, most FTL features, including garbage
collection and wear-leveling, could remain the same as in the
FTL of modern SSDs.

The FTL of the prototype Pensieve-compliant SSD uses the
“chunk id”, which is the starting LBA of the compressed data
divided by the chunk size, as the index of the mapping table.
Each entry in the mapping table records the physical pages of
the compressed data in sequential order and the compression
class of the chunk. This design maintains the same table size
as the FTL firmware programs we examined in conventional
SSDs. For a 1 TB SSD, this table requires at most 1GB of
space to maintain the mapping table. Similar to conventional
SSDs, the Pensieve-compliant SSD also periodically backs up
the mapping table in the SSD.

Figure 5 illustrates an example of mapping table. Since
the starting LBA of each chunk aligns with the predefined



Fig. 5. An exemplary mapping table design of a Pensieve-compliant SSD

chunk size, the FTL simply uses the LBA shifted with chunk
offset bits as the index to access the table. The indexed entry
will contain the current mapping information of the requesting
LBA. For each entry, we reserve the space to map up to

chunk size
flash page size cells for physical page locations so that the
FTL always has sufficient cells to map data. If the compressed
data does not use all reserved cells for physical locations,
where is common in most cases of Pensieve, the FTL marked
these empty cells in the entry as unused (e.g., fill with all 1s).
The mapping table also needs several bits to keep track of the
dictionary for decompression as in the category field.

4) Decompressor: When the I/O interface receives a read
command, the I/O interface works with the decompressor to
handle the request. The decompressor queries the FTL to fetch
the compressed chunk containing the requesting data from the
flash storage array. The decompressor will use the compression
class of the chunk and the corresponding dictionary file to
decompress the chunk into the SSD DRAM buffer. When
the decompression finishes, the I/O interface can then initiate
DMA data transfers and complete the requests.

Pensieve compresses data from fixed size chunks in raw,
uncompressed data. Therefore, a read request may require the
decompressor to fetch every flash page that belongs to the
same chunk and hurt the latency of a single read command.
To mitigate the latency degradation, the decompressor can
response to the read request as soon as the decompression
reaches the offset of the read command.

Our Pensieve firmware program will keep decompressed
data in the SSD DRAM buffer until the SSD DRAM buffer
management policy (e.g., FIFO in our implementation) needs
to reclaim the buffer space. Therefore, if the workload exhibits
reasonable spatial locality, Pensieve can achieve the effect of
prefetching data since the workload tends to request for the
rest of the compressed data within a short period of time.

VI. RESULTS

This section will present the performance of the prototype
SSD with Pensieve. This paper evalautes the Pensieve design
by building a machine with the prototype SSD and executing
a set of applications on the machine. The host machine uses a
quad-core Intel Kaby Lake processor clocked at 3.5GHz. The
machine contains 8 GB DRAM modules as the physical main
memory to host a Linux system with 4.10.0 kernel version.
The linux uses ext4 file system for all disk partitions.

A. Design space exploration of Pensieve
The chunk size and the buffer size are two factors that

affect the performance and the design of the mapping table
and DRAM buffers in an SSD with Pensieve. This section
examines the impact of these two parameters and determines
the values of these parameters for our prototype SSD.
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Figure 6 presents compressed data size using various chunk
sizes. We found that compression rate does not show signifi-
cant change for chunk sizes larger than 1 MB.

Figure 7 depicts the performance of both sequential and
random 4K read requests using different number of buffers
with 1 MB in each buffer. We use 64 × 1 MB buffers
as the baseline. For sequential access, we found that the
SSD can achieve optimal performance with 512 × 1 MB
buffers. Increasing the buffer size to 1024 × 1 MB does not
help improve the sequential access performance. For random
accesses, the buffer size does not significantly improve the the
performance. Therefore, we use 512 MB as the default buffer
size for the rest of our experiements.

B. Write reductions

In this sets of experiments, we evaluate the number of
program operations for storing different sets of data. These
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workloads include compressed images, large text files, files
from a daily used Ubuntu 16.04 machine and files from a
daily used Windows 7 machine.

Figure 8 the relative number of program operations of
each workload with the baseline configuration that does not
employee any data compression. With Pensieve’s ML-assisted
layer, we reduce program operations by 19% on average.

To demonstrate the effect of sharing dictionary entries
that Pensieve’s design enables, we also compare Pensieve
with regular Huffman encoding using the same chunk size.
Pensieve incurs 7% fewer program operations than conven-
tional dictionary-based encoding that requires a dictionary file
assoicated with each data chunk. In addition, for workloads
that contain large amount of uncompressible files (e.g., image),
Pensieve does not have to always compress data to test if data
compression helps.

C. Synthetic Workload

In this sets of experiments, we use filebench [29] to generate
synthetic workloads from a different set of files that we
collected on another Linux server to estimate the performance
of real usage of Pensieve. For this workload, we assume 80%
of reads and 20% of writes. We also assume 20% of these
requests are random, and the rest are sequential. Each request
size ranges from 4 KB to 4 MB. The whole dataset would
occupy 90% of our storage space. average lantecy, Pensieve
maintains an average latency of 107µs, only 13.4% slower
than the baseline that does not use any data compression
without our current implementation relying on general-purpose
processor cores.

VII. RELATED WORK

As compression can reduce the amount of writing data,
improve the cost per unit capacity and the lifetime of flash-
based SSDs, existing research projects applied compression
in several ways. Similar to Pensieve, zFTL [26], CaFTL [3],
FlaZ [23], Nitro [20], RCFFS [14], Delta-FTL [32], ZBD [24]
as well as FCL for SmartMedia [33] all perform compression
in the SSD address mapping layer. Compression is transparent
to the user program and the file system in these designs.
However, without the assistance of the machine-learning based
prediction as Pensieve, these systems always need to compress

data and compare the data size with original input, signifi-
cantly increasing the overhead of handling writes. On the other
hand, Pensieve does not even try to compress data predicted
as inappropriate for compression. In addition, these works
constructs dictionaries for different data chunks independently,
thus there will have duplication issue in dictionaries that
Pensieve avoids.

Deduplication is another approach that can help reduce
the amount of storage data, previous research projects also
demonstrate the deduplication can help improve the SSD life
time [5], [9], [10], [12], [15], [16], [22], [28]. However,
these approaches usually require complex computation to
achieve better results. To optimize writes performance, these
deduplication mechanisms are usually decoupled from regular
write operations and data compression, leading to additional
writes. Though the effect of deduplication in Pensieve can-
not compete with these dedicated deduplication algorithms,
Pensieve’s approach inherently achieves some deduplication
effects without additional computation.

Pensieve implements the whole framework using general-
purpose processor cores already presented in modern SSDs. To
accelerate the performance, SSD controllers can use hardware
accelerators to further improve compression and decompres-
sion performance [17], [19], [34]. However, as we demon-
strated in this paper, even with general-purpose cores, the
proposed algorithm of Pensieve can still achieve competitive
performance.

Many file systems, including, NTFS [27], JFFS2 [31],
LeCramFS [13] and SquashFS [2], allows users to turn file
compression features on and save the required space on the
storage device. However, these file system-level compressing
mechanisms consume precious CPU resources. Though the
file system level compression can leverage content-related
information, none of the above applied similar mechanisms
that Pensieve uses machine-learning assisted approach to avoid
potential duplication in dictionaries.

To more effectively compress data, some applications store
data in compression, deduplication friendly data formats [4],
[11] or even store data in compressed forms [21]. Kothiyal
et. al., also studied the effect of compression algorithms for
various file types [18]. Pensieve requires no modifications in
applications and relies on no hints from applications. Even if
we use Pensieve-compliant SSDs, Pensieve’s model can avoid
the inflation of storage data due to redundant compressions
applied.

As the advancement of microarchitecture and process tech-
nologies, modern SSD controllers become more powerful to
improve the performance of storage systems without increas-
ing the burden of the host processor. Recent research projects
show that using the idle processor cores on the SSD controller
can potentially accelerate general-purpose computing [6], [8],
[30]. Instead of offloading computation, Pensieve only uses
those general-purpose cores to predict and compress data.
Therefore, Pensieve provides another approach to reclaim the
wasted processing power on the SSD controller without any
programmer’s effort.

VIII. CONCLUSION

This paper presents Pensieve to demonstrate the potential of
applying machine-learning techniques in the FTL to improve



the lifetime and capacities of SSDs. As machine learning tech-
niques allow the FTL to predict storage contexts without hints
from the software layer accurately, the FTL can still obtain
information missed in the storage protocol stack. Pensieve
leverages this advantage from machine learning techniques to
classify the storage data, enable more efficient data compres-
sion as well as naturally reduce duplication of compression
dictionaries.

We also implement a prototype Pensieve-compliant SSD us-
ing commercially available parts that resemble the architecture
of modern SSDs. The experimental results show that Pensieve
successfully reduces the number of program operations while
maintaining competitive performance.
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